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ABSTRACT

Fake news has brought significant challenges to the healthy development of social media. Although 
current fake news detection methods are advanced, many models directly utilize unselected user 
comments and do not consider the emotional connection between news content and user comments. 
The authors propose an emotion-driven explainable fake news detection model (EDI) to solve 
this problem. The model can select valuable user comments by using sentiment value, obtain the 
emotional correlation representation between news content and user comments by using collaborative 
annotation, and obtain the weighted representation of user comments by using the attention mechanism. 
Experimental results on Twitter and Weibo show that the detection model significantly outperforms 
the state-of-the-art models and provides reasonable interpretation.
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INTRoDUCTIoN

While providing great convenience to people’s daily life, social media also promotes the spread of 
fake news and has negative effects on society, economy, and culture. During major events such as 
the US presidential election (Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017), the COVID-19 pandemic (Diseases, 2020), 
and the Russian-Ukrainian conflict (Haq et al., 2022), social media platforms played an extremely 
critical role in distributing information while being bombarded with misinformation as well, such as 
a bunch of fake news. In this regard, the propagation of fake news must be detected and prevented.

A key element of fake news is emotional expression (Alonso et al., 2021). In most cases, various methods 
spread fake news to attract users’ attention and mislead them to comment and forward. Fake news publishers 
generally utilize emotionally arousing tactics to drive users to respond with more exaggerated fabrications.

Emotional elements are consequently considered enrichment features for fake news detection. 
Previous studies by Wu et al (2020) found emotional correlations and semantic conflicts between 
news content and user comments. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2021) found that user comments often 
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included sentiment relating to the emotion of news content. Apart from focusing on the feeling of the news 
content, they explored the sentiment of the news comments and the difference between the generations.

Though crucial for detecting fake news, emotional information is still far from being fully used in 
these studies, calling for further explorations. First, when using emotional features of user comments, 
there is no screening, and often only the first few user comments are directly used (Zhang et al., 2021), 
which happens the same while using semantic features (Shu et al., 2019). In particular, for datasets 
such as Weibo (Ma et al., 2016), where the number of user comments is extremely large, no research 
has yet been conducted on selecting the most relevant user comments to detect fake news. Second, 
the correlation between user comment sentiment and news content sentiment is not fully considered 
(Zhang et al., 2021), and in existing models, the sentiment feature representations of news content and 
user comments are usually extracted separately as detector features. Finally, the sentiment features 
in user comments are not exploited to provide reasonable interpretability for fake news detection. 
While explainable fake news detection often starts from the semantic perspective (Shu et al., 2019) 
and the forwarding relationship (Lu et al., 2020), existing models that use emotional features for fake 
news, detection has not considered the emotional perspective to provide reasonable explanations.

To address the abovementioned issues, we propose an Emotion-Drive Interpretable fake news 
detection model (EDI) that selects user comments based on their emotional value, and utilize 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to extract sentiment representations of news content and user 
comments. Finally, the correlation between the emotional features of news content and user comments 
are learned through Co-attention, and the representation of user comments emotional features is 
learned through Attention. Finally, the weights of co-attention and attention provide interpretations

The principal contributions of this paper are: (1) We propose a novel interpretable fake news 
detection model, EDI, which selects user comments according to the sentiment value. In addition, it 
can fully learn the content of rumors and the sentiment representation of user comments for detection. 
(2) We present an interpretable structure in the EDI model, which adopts co-attention and attention 
mechanisms based on the emotional value of news posts and comments. (3) Experiments on Chinese 
and English fake news datasets show that our model also outperforms current state-of-the-art models, 
and the EDI also provides reasonable explanations, which are shown by a case study. The code of 
the EDI model can be accessed: https://github.com/wj-gxy/EDI

RELATED WoRK

Fake News Detection
Recent research advances suggest dividing fake news detection into content-based, social context-
based, and hybrid-based approaches (Shu, 2017; Zhou, 2019). Content-based approaches typically 
rely on textual, visual, and speech aspects. Textual features are usually semantic (Wu et al., 2018), 
emotional (Zhang et al., 2021), and writing styles (Potthast et al., 2017) that are common in fake news 
content. Visual features are taken from videos (Nataraj et al., 2019) or images (Wu et al., 2021) for 
fake news detection, as are speech features (Wu et al., 2021). Social context-based methods emphasize 
capturing features around social context, such as source-based (Tschiatschek et al., 2018), post-based 
(Zhang, 2019; Wu, 2021), comment-based (Guo, 2018; Yang, 2022), user-based (Shu, 2019; Dou, 
2021), and network (Shu, 2020; Bian, 2020). Hybrid-based approaches often fuse multimodal or 
multiple features for fake news detection (Wu, 2021; Lu, 2020). In recent years, research has also 
focused on explainable fake news detection (Shu, 2019; Lu, 2020; Yanget, 2019; Fu, 2022), aiming 
to improve fake news detection performance while highlighting evidence when news is predicted to 
be fake. In this paper, we capture emotional features from news content and user reviews and study 
interpretable fake news detection through emotion, combining the advantages of these two methods.
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Emotion Representation
Early text-based emotion representations relied on emotion dictionaries. For example, WordNet 
(Kamps et al., 2004), MPQA (Wiebe et al., 2005), and HowNet are all centralized and widely utilized 
emotion dictionaries. However, the feature extraction method based on the emotion dictionary cannot 
comprehensively obtain emotion representation, and it is more effective to use the deep learning 
method to obtain emotion embedding. Agrawal et al. (2018) learn emotion-rich word representations 
in product reviews but with a much smaller corpus. In the Emo2Vec model (Xu et al., 2018), emotion 
semantics are encoded into word-level representations of fixed-size real-valued vectors, and it is learned 
through six different emotion-related tasks under the multi-task learning framework. Seyeditabari 
et al. (2019) used emotion lexicons and mental models of basic emotions to assist in training. They 
found that fitting emotion models to pre-train word vectors could improve the performance of these 
models of emotion similarity metrics.

Interpretable Fake News
With the wide application of deep learning algorithms in the fields of text classification (Yang et al., 
2016), image classification (Nataraj et al., 2019), malware detection (Jha et al., 2020), recommendation 
system (Qi et al., 2022), and so on, although it plays an obvious role in various tasks, it is often criticized 
for the lack of explanation of results and opaque process. Users, developers, and regulators need the 
model to give reasonable explanations in tasks such as classification and recommendation, making the 
model transparent, credible, and consistent with ethical standards (Chakraborty et al., 2017). Therefore, 
it is significant for artificial intelligence models to provide reasonable explanations for the results.

Recently, interpretable deep learning methods have been widely used in network security (Xu 
et al., 2021), social networks (Lu et al., 2020), medical care (Pintelas et al., 2021), and other fields. 
The news released by social media platforms is often related to social news that is ‘hot’ and people’s 
lives. Therefore, it is also necessary to describe the results after confirming that the news is true or 
false and providing the results to the government, social media platforms, and users. In interpretable 
fake news detection, recent research concentrates on the discovery of evidence to make the model 
interpretable or on the study of results using interpretable tools.

PRoBLEM STATEMENT

We describe the fake news detection task as follows. Let S s s sp= { }1 2, , ,�  be a news content, which 

contains p  sentences, and each sentence s w w wi i i
m
i= { }1 2

, , ,�  contains m  words. There are a great 
number of utilizer comments, follow-up posts, and opinion contents following the published news. 
Let C c c cq= { }1 2, , ,�  be a set of q  comments related to the news content S , where each user 

comment c w w wj j j
n
j= { }1 2

, , ,�  contains n  words. The fake news detection task is regarded as a 

binary classification task, and a binary label y ∈ { }0 1,  is utilized to indicate the truthfulness of each 
piece of news. Our system needs to determine the label of the news: true or fake, and output the 
explanation of the decision-making process as the interpretation. The interpretability of sentences in 
news content shows how worthy of inspection they are, and the interpretability of user comments 
indicates the degree to which users believe the news is fake or true.

MoDEL

In this section, we introduce the proposed model, Emotion-Drive Interpretable Fake News Detection 
(EDI), which utilizes the emotional features of news and user comments to detect fake news. As shown 
in Figure 1, EDI consists of five components. First, emotion selection: obtaining the emotion value of 
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each sentence in the news text and user comments according to the emotion dictionary, and selecting 
emotion-rich ones. Second, emotion representation: obtaining emotion embedding vectors using the 
emotion feature pre-trained model, then feeding them into the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
to catch the feature representation. Third, emotion attention: using the attention mechanism to learn 
attention weights that measure the importance of every comment and obtain attention content vectors 
of comments. Fourth, emotion-emotion co-attention: learning feature representations through the 
emotional correlation between news sentences and user comments. Fifth, fake news prediction: fake 
news prediction by concatenating the learned representations of the two sections.

Emotion Selection
Emotional value, usually a positive or negative value, often reflects the degree of positive and negative 
polarity of text. The emotion dictionary can calculate it. We utilize an emotion dictionary to calculate 
the emotion value of each text for sentence si  and user comment c j . Consider not only the frequency 
of a word but also its degree of adverbs, affirmatives, and negatives in context. To begin with, compute 
the individual score of each word in the emotion dictionary, then match and compute the values of 
negative words and degree words through the existing sentiment dictionary. The following is the 
method for calculating the emotional value of each sentence:

s w D w neg w x deg w x
t
i

t
i

t
i

t
i( ) = ( ) ( ) ( )* , * ,  (1)

D w
if w D

otherwiset
i t

i

( ) = ∈






1

0

,

,
 (2)

Figure 1. The Model Architecture Proposed in this Paper Comprises Five Parts, Namely Emotion Selection, Emotion Representation, 
Emotion Attention, Emotion-Emotion Co-Attention, and Fake News Prediction
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where D  is the emotion dictionary, w
t
i  is the vocabulary word in the sentence, x  is the context 

range, neg w x
t
i ,( )  and deg w x
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i ,( )  are the corresponding negative words values and degree adverb 
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It is easy to get the adverb of degree in the context of each word; then, we could obtain the 
emotion value of a sentence by adding up the calculated values of all words in that:

s s w
va
i

t

m

t
i= ( )

=∑ 1
 (4)

We select M  sentences in the news and N  comments for the next layer in our model according 
to their emotion value.

Emotion Representation
We use the convolution neural network (CNN) (Kipf et al., 2017) to process the emotion embedding 
vector, then obtain the emotion representations. According to the latest process in emotion modelling, 
this paper adopts a method that incorporates emotion elements into the original model to obtain emotion 
embedding vectors. The method creates two sets of constraints based on the NRC emotion lexicon 
(Xu et al., 2008), one for words that have a positive relationship with an emotion (e.g., (kidnapping, 
sadness)) and another set for tracking each word that is opposite to that emotion (e.g., (abduction, 
joy)). By adding a new training stage, emotion vectors are obtained by fitting emotion information 
to pre-trained word vectors using emotion vocabulary and basic emotion vocabulary (Seyeditabari et 
al., 2019). We use the pre-trained Numberbatch (Speer et al., 2017) word vectors as the English word 
vector embedding method, since it considers the word vector similarity. The Weibo word vectors (Li 
et al., 2018) are used as our Chinese word embedding method. We show the statistical analysis of 
the positive and negative constraint dictionaries and the Chinese and English vector sizes in Table 1.

CNN can be applied to image feature extraction (Kadry et al., 2022), text feature extraction 
(Alshubaily, 2021), and sentiment feature extraction. So, after we obtain the emotion embedding 
vector of every word, we feed them into the CNN model to learn the emotional features of news 
content and user comments separately. Finally, we adopt 1-D CNN to learn the emotion features of 
news content and user comments. Specifically, given a comment c j  with words w

t
j , t N∈ { }1 2, , ,� , 

the emotion embedding of each word is e
t
j , t N∈ { }1 2, , ,� , and the output emotion representation 

vector is obtained as follows:

Table 1. The statistical analysis of each dictionary

Category English Chinese

Positive size 16502 22332

Negative size 16508 22012

Vocabulary size 516782 189600
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ˆ
:

v ReLU W e bj
f t t
j

f
= +( )+ −λ 1  (5)

where W
f

d∈ ×λ  is the convolution filter and the matrix of learnable parameter, which is applied 
to a window of λ  words to produce a new feature. b  is the bias term, and ReLU() is the activation 
function. In order to catch emotional feature efficiently, we utilize two filters λ ∈ { }2 3, , respectively, 
and use Maxpooling to obtain the emotional features of each comment from them. Therefore, we 
could obtain all emotional features of every comment V v v vN= 




1 2, , ,�  and news content 

U u u uM= 



1 2, , ,�  based on above approach.

Emotion Attention
Each user’s comments could offer different importance for detecting fake news. Consequently, an 
attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017) is used to measure the importance of each user comment. 
α j  is the attention weight which indicates the importance of each comment v j :

u tanh W v bj
w
j

w
= +( )  (6)

α j
j
w
T

k

N j
w
T

exp u u

u u
=

( )
( )

=∑ 1

 (7)

′ =
=∑V v
t

N j j

1
α  (8)

where u j  is obtained representation after feedingv j  to the full embedding layer, W
w

 is the trainable 
weight parameter, b

w
 is the bias term, and u

w
 is the weight parameter representing the word-level 

context vector. Then the emotional attention content vector of user comments can be computed as:

Emotion-Emotion Co-Attention
We noticed that the difference in emotion between news content and user comments is an important 
feature of fake news detection (Zhang et al., 2021), so we are making relevant choices, especially those 
in which the emotion in news content is strongly correlated with the emotion of user comments. Not all 
sentences in news content are useful in emotion some sentences have high or low emotion value, but 
only to attract users’ attention or comments. Therefore, news sentences play different roles in judging 
and explaining the truth of a piece of news. The same is true of user comments, which may contain 
important information explaining the truth of the news, but may also be less informative and noisy.

Specifically, we develop an emotion-emotion co-attention mechanism to capture the emotional affinity 
of news and comments and further learn the relevance of sentences and comments, as shown in Figure 2.

We first compute the affinity matrix F M N∈ ×  utilizing the emotion representation of news 
sentences U u u uM= 




1 2, , ,�  and user comments V v v vN= 



1 2, , ,� :
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F tanh U W VT
uv

= ( )  (9)

where W
uv

d d∈ ×2 2  is a learnable weight matrix. Next, we utilize the affinity matrix F to obtain the 
attention weights of sentences and comments, as follows:

H tanh WU WV F H tanh WV WU Fu
u v

T v
v u

= +( )( ) = +( )( )        (10)

where W
u

 and W
v

 are learnable weight parameters. The affinity matrix F  transforms the emotional 
attention space of user comments into the emotional attention space of news words and transposes 
it into FT . Then, the weight of emotional attention to news sentences and comments can be calculated 
by softmax function:

α αu
hu
T u v

hv
T vsoftmax w H softmax w H= ( ) = ( )     (11)

where w
hu

 and w
hv

 are learnable weight parameters. Then final emotional representation of news 
sentences U  and comments V  could be computed by the weighted sum of the emotional attention 
characteristics of sentences and user comments:

U Vu v
i

M

i
u i

j

N

j
v j= =

= =∑ ∑1 1
α α����  (12)

Where α
i
u , α

j
v  is the attention weight calculated from the above equation, ui , v j  are news sentences 

and user comments respectively, M  and N  are the number of news sentences and user comments 
selected by emotional value, respectively.

Fake News Prediction
We select a certain number of news sentences and user comments through emotion value, learn the 
emotion features of news content and user comments through the CNN model, learn the weight of 

Figure 2. The Specific Process of the Co-Attention Model
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user comments through the attention mechanism to obtain feature representation and use co-attention 
to learn sentences and comments based on emotional expression. Finally, we fuse the acquired 
emotional features to predict fake news. We aim to predict fake news using the emotional attention 
representation  ′V  and emotional co-attention representation of news sentences U  and user comments 
V . Therefore, we concatenate the acquired emotional features to predict fake news:

ˆ , ,y softma U V V W b
y y

= 



 +( )′  (12)

where ŷ  is the fake news prediction label, W
y

 is the weight parameter matrix, andb
y

 is the bias term.

EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALySIS

Datasets
Emotion expression can be different in diverse languages and cultural backgrounds. Therefore, we 
experiment on Chinese (Weibo-16 and Weibo-20) and English datasets (Twitter), and their statistical 
analysis is shown in Table 2.

The Twitter dataset combined two classic datasets, Twitter15 and Twitter16 (Ma et al., 2017); 
we only use experimental data, which has labels as “true” and “fake,” and they include information 
about news content, retweeted comments, and labels.

The dataset Weibo-16 is a Chinese fake news detection benchmark dataset proposed by (Ma et 
al., 2016). Zhang (2021) considered the impact of repeated news on learning and evaluation, and they 
used a clustering algorithm based on text similarity to eliminate the repetition of fake news subsets.

The Weibo-20 dataset was proposed based on the Weibo-16 by Zhang et al. (2021). In this dataset 
there are 1355 Weibo-16 fake news items, and the news that Weibo Community Management Centre 
officially judged as fake information is further collected. In terms of genuine news items, the dataset 
has 2351 items of genuine news of Weibo-16 were kept, and 850 unique genuine news were collected.

Baselines
We compare our proposed approach with several state-of-the-art methods, which are described:

Table 2. Statistics analysis of the three datasets. Max: indicates the maximum number of comments in all comments; Min: 
indicates the minimum number of comments in all comments; Ave: Average number of comments per news

Twitter Weibo-16 Weibo-20

News 1154 3706 6362

Comments 13781 1874678 1983440

Fake 577 1355 3161

True 577 2351 3201

Max 42 44763 44763

Min 0 1 0

Ave 11.9 505.8 311.8
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• RNN (Ma et al., 2016): A rumor detection method based on GRU, which is also the first time 
to utilize a deep learning method for rumor detection.

• CNN (Kim, 2014): A method that uses convolutional neural networks to model news content and 
gets textual features of different granularities through multiple convolutional filters.

• HAN (Yang et al., 2016): A state-of-the-art model for fake news detection based on hierarchical 
attention neural networks that leverage word-level and sentence-level attention, respectively, to 
learn news content representations.

• dEFEND (Shu et al., 2019): A state-of-the-art interpretable fake news detection model that 
uses HAN to obtain semantic features of news content, uses a bidirectional gating unit network 
and attention mechanism to represent user comment features, and gets feature representations 
through co-attention for rumor fake news detection.

• Dual emotion (Zhang et al., 2021): A fake news detection model based on emotional features, 
which utilizes news content emotional features, user comment emotional features, and the 
emotional generation gap between the two to represent dual emotions, and connects news content 
semantic features for fake news detection.

In the Twitter dataset, the number of news sentences in the dEFEND model and the Dual emotion 
model is 1, the length is 32, 11 user comments are selected, and 32. The Dual emotion model uses 
Bi-GRU to extract text features. The other models refer to the original parameters.

In the Weibo-16 and Weibo-20 datasets, the number of news sentences in the dEFEND and Dual 
emotion models is 1, the length is 64, and we selected 100 user comments with a length of 32. The Dual 
emotion model uses Bi-GRU to extract text features. The other models refer to the original parameters.

In the EDI model, we choose different sentence lengths, the number of user comments, and 
learning rates depending on the dataset. We show the settings in Table 3.

Model Comparison Results
The evaluation metrics include Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1. We divided the experimental 
data into a training set, a validation set, and a test set according to the ratio of 6:2:2. We repeat the 
experiment five times to take the average test set results as the final result. The experimental results 
are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Tables 4 and 5 show that the proposed EDI model outperforms the baseline model in three datasets. 
The accuracy and F1 score on Twitter are improved by 1.1% and 1.8%, respectively. In Weibo-16, 

Table 3. The details of the parameters of EDI

Twitter Weibo-16 Weibo-20

Sentence count 1 1 1

Sentence length 32 64 64

Comment count 12 300 300

Comment selection 10 100 100

Comment length 32 32 32

Embedding dimension 300 300 300

Batch size 32 32 32

Learning rate 0.001 0.005 0.005

L2 regularization 0.001 0.001 0.001
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the accuracy is improved by 6.9%, and the F1 score is improved by 8.3%. In Weibo-20, accuracy is 
improved by 4.7%, and the F1 score is improved by 4.5%. Comparing the improvement results of the 
three datasets shows that dataset Weibo-16 has the most rapid improvement in accuracy and F1 score. 
The analysis also shows that dataset Weibo-16 has the largest average user comment and stronger 
selectivity, and the effect of selecting comments is the best. On the contrary, the Twitter dataset has 
the least accuracy and F1 score improvement. The analysis shows that the number of comments 
made by comment users is 11.9, which means there is little choice in the emotional selection stage.

In addition, we represent other result analyses. First, using news content as an input feature alone 
is not as effective as the method based on mixed features. For example, RNN, CNN, and HAN are not 
as effective as Defend, dual Emotion, and our model in terms of accuracy. Second, the Dual Emotion 
model, which was then the dEFEND model, uses emotional features as enhancement. The dEFEND 
model only uses semantic features of news content and user comments, while the Dual Emotion model 
uses emotional features of news content and user comments as enhanced features based on semantic 
features of news content, which can fully advance features and obtain better results. Third, although 
EDI and dEFEND are both models based on co-attention, in the EDI model, the module that selects 
comments based on emotion value is added to filter user comments in advance. The module of attention 
mechanism is used to select comments independently to get better effects. Finally, EDI and Dual Emotion 
are fake news detection models based on emotional features. However, Dual Emotion only uses emotional 
features as enhanced features without considering comment selection and takes the first 100 comments 
as input, resulting in insufficient emotional features. On the other hand, emotion representation in EDI 
is added, and the learned emotional traits can significantly improve performance. The ablation study 
section elaborates on the influence of single modules on EDI model performance.

Table 4. Main results from the Twitter data. The best model and competitor are highlighted with bold and underlining, 
respectively

Method
Twitter

Acc Pre Rec F1

RNN 0.752 0.753 0.747 0.747

CNN 0.765 0.763 0.752 0.752

HAN 0.787 0.790 0.788 0.786

dEFEND 0.828 0.830 0.829 0.828

Dual emotion 0.838 0.835 0.833 0.831

EDI 0.849 0.854 0.851 0.849

Table 5. Main results in Weibo-16 and Weibo-20. The best model and competitor are highlighted with bold and underlining, 
respectively

Method Weibo-16 Weibo-20

Acc Pre F1 Acc Pre Rec F1

RNN 0.701 0.700 0.653 0.652 0.713 0.713 0.713 0.713

CNN 0.716 0.706 0.665 0.671 0.775 0.775 0.775 0.775

HAN 0.720 0.717 0.664 0.669 0.721 0.721 0.721 0.721

dEFEND 0.821 0.817 0.822 0.821 0.843 0.843 0.840 0.843

Dual emotion 0.819 0.826 0.784 0.796 0.863 0.865 0.862 0.862

EDI 0.888 0.886 0.873 0.879 0.910 0.908 0.907 0.907
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Ablation Study
User reviews Selection Comparison
Comments often contain attitudes towards fake news, especially some staunch supporters and vehement 
opponents, which are more emotionally prominent. Therefore, in the experiment, we conduct word 
cloud observation through ten user comments with the maximum emotion value and the minimum 
emotion value, and without considering the emotion value, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, we can see the difference between the four sub-figures. In Figure 3a, there are 
comments without emotion value, and the information is the content of the first ten comments. In 
Figure 3b, for the ten comments with the maximum emotion value, we can see that some words, 
such as “surprise” and “puppy” contain positive words, but there is no word like “CBSNEWS.” For 
Figure 3c, we have ten comments with the minimum emotion value. Some offensive words like “fuck” 
and “no” can be seen, but words like “surprise” are lost. For Figure 3d, the five comments with the 
maximum emotion value and the five with the minimum emotion value, we can clearly see that all 
the above words are included, and this key information can be well included.

Component Analysis
We conducted experiments on the removal of each module of the model to reflect the contribution of 
each module to the model. The sub-model “-Es” represents the model after removing the emotional 
selection, the sub-model “-Ec “represents the model with the emotion-emotion co-attention removed, 
the sub-model “-Ea” represents the model after removing the emotional attention, and “EA” represents 
the EDI model. The results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Select the Effect of Comments on Twitter Based on Emotional Value. (a): Top 10 Comments Without Selection, (b): 10 
Comments with Maximum Emotional Value, (c): 10 Comments with Minimum Emotional Value, (d): 5 Comments with Maximum 
Emotional Value and Minimum Emotional Value
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In Figure 4, we can see that the model’s accuracy decreases when any model component is removed. 
However, the largest drop in accuracy can be seen when the emotion-emotion co-attention component 
(i.e., the ‘Ec’ sub-model) is removed, and the performance is most pronounced on the Twitter dataset, 
indicating that relying on user comments alone for fake news detection is weak. In addition, when we 
remove the emotion selection component (i.e., the ‘Ec’ sub-model), the model’s accuracy decreases 
significantly and is most pronounced on the Weibo-16 dataset. This observation occurs as the Weibo-16 
dataset has the largest average number of user comments in the dataset and requires the selection of 
comments for the next feature extraction. Finally, when the emotion attention component is removed, the 
accuracy drops even more than when the emotion selection module is removed on the Weibo-20 dataset.

The Case Study of Interpretability
By showing the location of the distribution of attention weights, evidence for predicting fake news 
can be revealed. The co-attention weights and attention mechanism weights from the above enable 
our model to provide reasonable explanations from the perspective of user reviews. The following 
is a case analysis of the co-attention weight and the attention weight in the model. Before that, we 
first select reviews by emotion value, and the results are shown in Figure 5, and the news content is 
“BREAKING: Malaysia Airlines passenger ‘shot down’ near Russian border in Ukraine URL URL\n”.

Interpretability of Co-Attention
We use co-attention weights to reveal news content and attention sentences in user reviews. The 
number of fake news sentences is set to 1, so the focus on fake news is always the only sentence of 
the news content. User comments are selected by weight distribution. The weight distribution of 
final user comments is shown in Figure 6, and the weights correspond to user comments one by one.

In Figure 6, the first sentence “@FreneticGeek Good spot.:)” and the fourth sentence, “@
HuffPostUK shot down???” in the user comments, have the most weight. In addition, these two user 
comments are closely related to the news content, for example, using the word “shot down,” as in 
the news content.

Figure 4. EDI Ablation Analysis in Accuracy
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Interpretability of Attention
When using attention to select user comments, we do not consider the news content and only assign 
the weights of user comments, so the corresponding distribution of attention weights in user comments 
is shown in Figure 7, where user comments and heatmaps correspond one-to-one.

In Figure 7, the second “My God \” @HuffPostUK: BREAKING: Malaysia Airlines passenger 
‘shot down’ near Russia in Ukraine https://huff.to/1jBI5wx” and third “@HuffPostUK, things ain’t 

Figure 5. Emotional Value Selects the Result of the Comment

Figure 6. The Explanation for Comments is Based on the Co-Attention Mechanism. heat maps show the Co-Attention Weights, and 
a Higher Attention Weight Represents how the Comment is Related to the Post and is Important to the Decision-Making Process

Figure 7. The Explanation for Comments is Based on the Attention Mechanism. Heat Maps Show the Attention Weights, and a 
Higher Attention Weight Represents that the Comment is Important to the Decision-Making Process
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really looking up for us(those that love flying). Its really sad!” sentences are given the most weight in 
the user comments. The words “BREAKING” and “sad” in these two sentences are used to determine 
whether the news content is true or false.

Comparing the distribution of the two weights on user comments, we can find that the choices of 
the two kinds of attention have a sizeable gap and similar choices. The first two choices for synergistic 
attention weights are “@FreneticGeek Good spot.:)” and “@HuffPostUK shot down???” and the first 
two comments for attention weights are “My God \” @HuffPostUK: BREAKING: Malaysia Airlines 
passenger ‘shot down’ near Russia in Ukraine https://huff.to/1jBI5wx” and “@HuffPostUK, things 
ain’t really looking up for us(those that love flying). Its really sad!” We can find that what synergistic 
attention chooses is closely related to the news content, as can be seen from the “spot” and “shot 
down”, the attention chooses some sentences of shock and sadness, we can see from the word “God”, 
“BREAKING” and “sad” are seen. We found that the two attentions did not make any choice between 
“@HuffPostUK Malaysia Airlines should just give up now” and “@HuffPostUK its getting more 
worrisome to travel around especially in red alert zones. Another violation of international laws”.

CoNCLUSIoN

In this paper, we propose a model for fake news detection through emotional features, which explores 
further the following three aspects: (1) user comment selection, (2) emotional correlation between news 
content and user comments, and (3) interpretability through emotion. First, we select user comments 
as input through emotion value and use CNN to get emotion features. To provide more explanations, 
co-attention is applied to obtain relevant representations of news content and user comments, and 
attention weights are developed to obtain weight representations of user comments and fuse features 
for fake news detection. The experimental results show the model has high detection accuracy and 
reasonable interpretability. However, some sentences contain words with opposite emotions, which 
offset the overall emotion of the sentence. In future work, we will combine emotion and semantics 
with studying fake news detection, which will be an interesting topic.
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